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Subject Area/Grade Level: Math & Science/Elementary School (grades 3-5) 

 
Instructional Objective: Increase participation in the math and science department 

 
Discussion: I would like to create a homeschool for my children where math and science 
are interesting and participated in because they enjoy it. I was never interested in these 
subjects growing up because I had a limited way of learning the concepts presented. It 
was normally just a teacher, a chalkboard, and a book. Occasionally, there might be a 
slide on an overhead projector or a movie that was made before I was born, but nothing 
more. I soon realized that this way of teaching was the norm. I believe that a more hands- 
on approach is essential to a child’s learning and can be available for kinesthetic learners 
through the integration of technology in the classroom. 

 
There are many helpful websites available for students and educators alike. One of these 
websites is khanacadamy.com. This is used in K-12 schools throughout the United States 
and even abroad to teach multiple subjects, but specifically math and science. This 
website is free and perfect for children educated at home. 

 
I would like to research ways that children can be taught math and science online and 
with technology in the classroom. I would like to learn about new resources, such as the 
website mentioned above, as well as new pieces of technology that can be purchased to 
enhance learning in kinesthetic learners. I want to encourage my students to learn in the 
way they feel is most effective for their particular style, whether that be a tablet, Internet 
research, YouTube videos, or any other up and coming way. 
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In this dissertation, Bullock interviews five home schooling families and various 
administrators and counselors from a district in Ohio. Her intention was to get different 
opinions about the use of technology in homeschooling environments. Her conclusion 
was the every homeschooling family used technology differently. Some rely on it heavily 
for an all-online curriculum, and others uses it lightly for simply watching videos and 
doing research projects. I could use this information to influence how much technology I 
want to use in my classroom. 
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International Conference 2009, 3241-3246. Retrieved from http://www 
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This article discusses the use of tablets in a mathematics class. These tablets allowed the 
student to write anywhere on the screen while solving their math problems. The teachers 
were able to record each individual child’s strategies for solving the equations. The 
students were very receptive to these tablets and commented on how beneficial they 
were. I could use this information as an example of the type of technology that has a 
positive impact on students’ learning. 
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This article was simply good information. It explained the different types of factors that 
influenced the use of computers in elementary classrooms. I found the fact that it 
compared the graduate’s influence with technology and their usage in their classroom 
educational. The key piece of information that I gained from this article was “…knowing 
how to use technology is not the same as having electronic pedagogical content 
knowledge and skill. Pedagogical use of computers is different from other uses of 
computers. Future teachers must learn to develop and implement curriculum plans that 
include methods and strategies for integrating technology in various subject matter areas 
to maximize student learning.” 
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This article concluded that with the proper teaching beforehand, a Web-based science lab 
could be effective for elementary school kids. There were studies addressed in the article 
that could help teach me the proper methods for including online science labs in my 
classroom and curriculum. 
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This   article   explains the role in using technology in children’s education. It   also    addresses    the    key   distinction   
 between    playing   and   learning    in   young    children.    It   has    been    shown    time    and    time    again    that   
 children    who    get    to    choose    what    they    learn    are    more    engaged    in    their    learning.    I    can    use    this    article   
 to    solidify    my    thesis    that    using    objects,    such    as   technology,    that    children    are   truly    interested     in  
 increases their    comprehension    and    cognitive    ability.     
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